Faculty Fields of Interest
AY: indicates faculty members on leave for the entire academic year 2020-2021
FA and SP: indicates faculty members on leave for fall and spring term only
CY: indicates faculty members on leave for the entire calendar year

UNITED STATES HISTORY

BLACKHAWK, NED  ON LEAVE FA-2020
Native American History and Native American Law

BLIGHT, DAVID
Civil War and Reconstruction era, African American history, and American cultural and Intellectual history

ENCEMAN, DAVID  ON LEAVE SP-2021
Twentieth-century international history

FEIMSTER, CRYSTAL  (Limited Advising)
African American Studies; racial and sexual violence

FREEMAN, JOANNE
Revolutionary and Early National American history with special interest in politics and culture, Early American journalism and print culture, regionalism

GADDIS, JOHN LEWIS
Cold War history, Historical Methodology, Biography, Grand Strategy

GAGE, BEVERLY
U.S.: Gilded Age and 20th century; political history; government and political development; ideology and social movements (esp. conservatism and radicalism)

GITLIN, JAY
U.S. cultural history (esp. music-related or popular culture); Native American and American west; American colonial (French and Spanish borderlands); Canadian history; social history (esp. urban/suburban history)

HINTON, ELIZABETH
African American Studies; poverty and racial inequality in the 20th century United States

JACOBSON, MATTHEW
U.S. cultural history, 19th and 20th century immigration, ethnicity and race, U.S. expansionism

KLEIN, JENNIFER
20th Century U.S. history: urban history, labor history, New Deal and post-World War II politics and policy, gender and social movements

LAMOREAUX, NAOMI  ON LEAVE AY 2020-2021
U.S. Economic, Business, and Technological History

LUI, MARY
Asian American history, U.S. urban history, race and ethnicity, and immigration, gender and sexuality

MEYEROWITZ, JOANNE
20th Century, social, cultural, and intellectual history, Gender, and Sexuality

MILES, GEORGE  Beinecke Library  (Limited Advising)
Native American history, frontier, American West
PARRILLO, NICHOLAS  Law School
U.S. legal history; history of the administrative state; political development

PETE RSON, MARK  History DUS
Early North America and the Atlantic world

PITTI, STEPHEN
History of Mexican Americans, U.S. West, Latinos, 19th and 20th Century Immigration, the U.S.-Mexico border, labor history

RUGEMER, EDWARD  ON LEAVE SP-2021
Comparative Slavery and Abolition; Antebellum United States; Atlantic history

SABIN, PAUL
Environmental Studies

SCHIFF, JUDITH ANN  Manuscripts & Archives (Limited Advising)
History of New Haven and Yale, Women in Connecticut; Aviation, Jewish history

STOUT, HARRY  (Limited Advising)
Early America, American Religious history, American civil war

TANNENBAUM, REBECCA
Early American 1600-1800; U.S. History; -1600-Present; Social History of American Medicine; Women's history

WESTAD, ARNE
Modern international and global history, history of eastern Asia since the 18th century

WITT, JOHN  Law School
American Legal History

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

ECHEVERRI, MARCELA  History ADGS
Latin America: Andes; social and political history; law; race and ethnicity; comparative revolutions, slavery, and abolition; political theory; history of anthropology.

ELLER, ANNE
Slavery and emancipation in the Caribbean and Latin America, the Haitian Revolution, Pan-Caribbean migration and political movements, Latin American independence, and the African Diaspora.

GRANDIN, GREG  ON LEAVE AY 2020-2021
Latin America

JOSEPH, GILBERT  ON LEAVE AY 2020-2021
Modern Latin American history; Mexican and Central American History; U.S-Latin American relations; social and revolutionary movements in Latin America; sports in Latin America

SCHWARTZ, STUART
Latin America history, Brazil

ANCIENT HISTORY

JOHNSTON, ANDREW
Roman history

LAMONT, JESSICA  LOA FA-2020
Greek history, epigraphy, religion, and material culture of the Archaic through early Hellenistic periods (c.750-300 BCE)
LENSKI, NOEL  
Roman History late and modern

MANNING, JOSEPH  
Ancient Egyptian History, and Ancient North Africa History

**EUROPEAN AND BRITISH HISTORY**

ALLEN, JENNIFER  
Modern German history; cultural history of modern Europe; theories and practices of memory; grassroots activism; the politics of space; Europe after the Cold War

ANTONOV, SERGEI  
Russia after 1800 and Soviet Union; Russian and comparative legal history; Russian serfdom; global history of capitalism and credit; crime & criminal justice; secret political police; elites & power

BENTON, LAUREN  
Comparative empires; history of international law; Atlantic history; global and international history; British and Iberian empires

BOJANOWSKA, EDYTA  
19th century Russian literature and intellectual history, empire and nation in Russian culture, post-colonial studies, history of globalization, ideology, travel writing, journalism and serialization, intertextuality, reception studies, theories of the spatial turn, Central European literatures, especially Polish

BUSHKOVITCH, PAUL  
Russia to 1725; Russian foreign policy; Ukraine

DEAN, CAROLYN  
ON LEAVE SP-2021  
Intellectual and cultural historian of modern Europe with a particular interest in France, Germany, and Italy; genocide studies; gender studies.

EIRE, CARLOS  
ON LEAVE SP-2021  
Early modern Europe: intellectual, social, cultural, and religious history; Protestant Reformation; Catholic Reformation (Spain, France, Germany)

FREEDMAN, PAUL  
ON LEAVE SP-2021  
Medieval European history

GORDON, BRUCE  
Early German Reformation and Christianity history

JORDAN, MARIA  
Early Spain

KENNEDY, PAUL  
Great power relations, 19th and 20th centuries; Military and Naval History British Foreign and Imperial history; contemporary Global Security issues; United Nations Studies

KLEIN, WILLIAM  
16th century European History

MARCUS, IVAN  
History of the Jews in medieval Europe; History of Jewish culture; Jewish-Christian relations; History of Childhood and Education; Jewish mysticism and pietism; the Jews and Islam; Jewish magic and popular culture

MERRIMAN, JOHN  
Modern France; urban & social history; modern European history since the Renaissance

MOYN, SAMUEL  
International law, human rights, the law of war, and legal thought, 20th-century European moral
and political theory

**NAKHIMOVSKY, ISAAC**  
Political thought and intellectual history, primarily in 17th-19th century Europe

**RENAUD, TERENCE**  
Modern European social and political thought; German socialism and social democracy; critical theory; aesthetics; exile; resistance movements; comparative revolutions

**SEMIEL, STUART**  
British politics, culture, and thought since 1760, Popular Culture, Popular Politics, and Political and social thought, European Cultural and Intellectual history

**SHORE, MARCI**  
European Cultural and Intellectual History

**SNYDER, TIMOTHY**  
Modern Eastern Europe

**SORKIN, DAVID**  
Intersection of Jewish history and European history since the 16th century

**STERN, ELIYAHU**  
Jewish History

**WRIGHTSON, KEITH**  
British History, 1500-1750, especially social, cultural issues; history of the family; local community studies; class and social structure

**AFRICA. ASIA. AND MIDDLE EAST**

**AMANAT, ABBAS**  
Modern Middle East; and Classical Islam; Iran; Ottoman Empire, the Arab World, Modern Indian subcontinent to the 19th century; History of US-Middle East relations, modern Iran, Sh’ism and the Persianate world

**AMRITH, SUNIL**  
Modern South Asian, Southeast Asian and Indian Ocean history; the history of migration and diasporas; environmental history, especially the history of water and climate; the history of port cities

**BOTSMAN, DANIEL**  
Asia: Japanese history

**DE, ROHIT**  
Modern South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh), Global Legal History, Law and Society, Law and Colonialism, British Empire, Nationalism and Decolonization in Asia and Africa, Comparative Constitutionalism

**DRIXLER, FABIAN**  
Asia: Japanese history; Demographic history around the world

**HANSEN, VALERIE**  
China to 1600; Chinese religious and legal history; history of the Silk Road

**HARMES, ROBERT**  
Sub-Saharan Africa

**HO, DENISE**  
Modern China, Cultural Revolution, museum studies, material culture

**KIERNAN, BENEDICT**  
Southeast Asia, early and modern, esp. Cambodia and Vietnam, Indonesia and East Timor: comparative colonialism, nationalism, communism, genocide, and environmental history
MACHAVA, BEN
Colonial and Post-colonial Africa; Liberation Struggles; Decolonization; African Socialism; Carcerality, Culture and Politics in Lusophone Africa

MAGAZINER, DANIEL
20th century South and Southern Africa popular culture, intellectual history, religious history, political history and environmental history; South Africa the African Diaspora, East Africa; Africa in the colonial and post-colonial age. Black Nationalism in South Africa, Black visual artists in 20th Century South Africa

MIKHAIL, ALAN  CHAIR
Early Modern Muslim World, Ottoman Empire, History of Islamic Science and Medicine, Environmental History, Cultural and Social History of the Middle East (1500-1800)

PERDUE, PETER  ON LEAVE AY 2020-2021
Modern Chinese History

WYRTZEN, JONATHAN
North Africa and Middle East: Comparative Empire and colonialism, ethnicity and nationalism, Morocco, Urban and Rural Contentious Politics

ZHANG, TAISU  Law School
comparative legal and economic history, private law theory, and contemporary Chinese law and politics

HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND MEDICINE

ABEDIN, SAKENA
20th Century U.S. medicine, medicine and the social sciences, race and medicine, history of the U.S. healthcare system and health care in New Haven

ALMELING, RENE
Sociology, gender, genetics, health, reproduction, assisted reproductive technologies, men’s reproductive health

APPEL, TOBY
American medicine in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, especially women in medicine and science, Connecticut and Yale medical history, medical and scientific societies and institutions, and health professions including alternative physicians

BERTUCCI, PAOLA  HSHM DGS SP-2021
Enlightenment; cultural history of technology in the early modern world; cultures of collecting and display; artisanal knowledge; the early modern body; scientific travel; material culture

COEN, DEBORAH  HSHM CHAIR & DGS FA-2020  ON LEAVE SP-2021
History of the modern physical and environmental sciences, central European intellectual and cultural history

DAL PRETE, IVANO  HSHM DUS 2020-2021
European scientific culture, 1400-1800; Earth history and religious orthodoxy; Generation theories, religion and society; Information and Exchange networks; Cultural history of Astronomy, scientific instruments trade

GRAFE, MELISSA
History of medicine in early America, history of medical collections and libraries, medical education

QUARSHIE, NANA
Medicine, Science, and Technology in Africa; Migration; Political Expulsions; Urbanization

RADIN, JOANNA
History of biology, medicine, and anthropology since 1945; scientific expeditions, biomedical ethics, human subjects research, collections, and laboratories; history of global health; biomedical technology

RAMALINGAM, CHITRA (limited advising)
Cultural history of the physical sciences (18th century to the present), science and visual culture, visual studies, material culture studies, history and theory of photography, modern British history

**RANKIN, WILLIAM**
Physical and earth sciences since the mid-nineteenth century; military, industrial, and governmental science; history of cartography; science and architecture; visual studies; environmental history

**RICH, MIRIAM**
History of medicine; Modern U.S. history; History of race & science; Gender & sexuality studies; Medical humanities; History of global & public health; Medical ethics; Disability studies; Science & technology studies; History of biology; History of the body

**ROBERTS, CAROLYN**  
ON LEAVE AY 2020-2021  
Medicine and slavery and the Atlantic world, Race medicine and science, History of medicine in Africa and the African diaspora, health and protest in African American history, and nonwestern medicine and global health

**ROGERS, NAOMI**
History of 20th medicine and public health in North America including health policy, health activism, alternative medicine, and gender and medicine; women's studies including science and feminism, and feminist health movements

**SCHWARTZ, JASON**
Vaccines and vaccination programs, decision-making in public health policy, the structure and function of scientific expert advice to government. The ways in which evidence is interpreted, evaluated, and translated into regulation and policy in medicine and public health

**WARNER, JOHN**  
ACTING HSHM CHAIR SP-2021  
19th and 20th century U.S. medicine and Health Cultures; comparative history of medicine (U.S., Britain, France); cultural history of Science and medicine